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Ernie Wentzel 

So Ernie Wentzel has gone, and he has left a great hole 

behind him , not only in the hearts of his old friends in 

the Liberal Party , but also in the hearts of many people 

whose cause he defended , in the courts of l aw and many other 

places. He has also left a great hole in the hearts of many 

of his professional colleagues. His loss is of course most 

grievously felt by Jill , and by the children , Mark , Susan 

and Julian. 

I am writing this short tribute mostly to express the 

great sense of loss fe l t by members of the old Liberal Party , 

and by all those who would describe themselves as liberals 

today . Ernie would not have objected to being called a democrat, 

.or an out-and-out opponent of Apartheid and any other form 

of racialism. He would have jibbed at being called a socialist, 

because although he condemned the excesses of capital ism, 

he was totally opposed to any kind of centralised control 

of human society, whether it was political or social or economic. 

There was only one name that he would have accepted without 

reservation , and that was the name of liberal. 

I n a way I suppose this was not altogether fair , be cause 

he would have demanded the most comprehensive definitions 

of words like capitalism or socialism before he woul d have 

debated them . But not liberalism. Anyone in his or her 

right senses should know what it meant. He would have l aughed 

to scorn those who thought liberalism meant some kind of 

namby-pambyi sm or naivety, or who thought that a liberal , 

if he were white , would say to the burglar, if he were black, 

"sit down, my good man, and have a cup of tea." Nothing 

annoyed him more than the cliche uttered by anti-liberal 

whites that blacks prefe rred Afrikaners to the English because 

Afrikaners were straight; they said they were going to flog -you , and they did. But the Enl gish spoke nice words to you , 

and then flogged you just the same. 

Liberalism for Ernie me ant a total rejection of any 

kind of racial discrimination , an unquestioning devotion 

to the rule of law and therefore a total condemnation of 

detention without charge or access, a tolerance for otherness 

and therefore a tolerance of the opinions of others, with 

the exception of those he would have regarded as racialistic , 

totalitarian or extremely authoritarian. 
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Therefore one would expect that he would incur the hostility 

of all racialists , and also of course the hostility of all 

those who believed that Apartheid , or Separate Development, 

was the solution to the problems of South Africa. He saw 

clearly that Separate Development , however beautiful one 

could make it sound , could lead to nothing but injustice 

and deep resentment on the part of those who had to pay for 

it, who were almost without exception people who had no political 

power , which means people who were not white. He saw clearly 

that separate could not be equal, a truth that was affirmed 

by the Liberal Party when it came into being in 1 953 . This 

truth was affirmed - I woul d guess totally and finally -

in 1954 by the Supreme Court of the United States of America 

i n its judgement in the historic case of Brown v Board of 

Education , Topeka . I do not doubt for a moment that those 

two affirmations - the one by the weak and the other by the 

mighty - which were so scorned by the Afrikaner National 

Party in its arrogant Verwoerdian days, are today , twenty 

years after Verwoerd ' s death , recognised , though onl y in 

part and very reluctantly, by the National Party_½_£ Loda,, 
/ t I wrote above that it was natural that Ernie Wentzel 

>.\ should incur the hatred of the believer in Aparthei d, some 

\ ~of whom asked the Government to make it treasonabl e to oppose 

✓.\'\.- it. The Government had sense enough not to enact such a 

{r 1,· law , but their chance to act " legally" against Wentzel came 

~ J\ after Sharpeville in 1 960, when a state of emergency was 

,~~>' declared. He was among the large number of people detained , 

-0~-i . e. impri soned (some ___ hundred) , including some ___ _ 

\\ members of the Liberal Party . I shall not say that his detention 

, had no effect on him , but it certainly had no effect on h i s 

liberal bel iefs. Of bitterness there was no sign in him 

whatsoever. 

He also incurred the enmit:( of what is called " the left". 

This was not onl y because of his rejection of any kind of 

centralised control of human life and society , but a l so because 

he could not beli eve that the end could ever justify the 

means. In~ the thirteen years of the Liberal Party we 

had members (but not many) who believed that if one ' s goal 

was a just society , one would be justified 

could be called "illiberal " means. We had 
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many, though one or two were prominent in the Party) who 

argued fiercely that a truly liberal state would have to 

force Afrikaners into scho~ls where their language might 

not even be the medium of instruction. Ernie regarded this 

as liberalism gone astray. 

Ernie also had admirers on "the left " though I never 

knew of any on "the right ". Why should that be so? For 

at least two reasons I should think . One was that many on 

" the left" regarded him as a brave man, especially in his 

role as a lawyer . The second reason is that - so I suppose 

- liberalism lies between the radical left and the moderate 

centre . Therefore Ernie had friends of both the left and 

the centre . 

This does not in the least alter the fact that he rejected 

totally the totalitarianism of the radical left , and poured 

ridicule on their belief that any kind of central ised power 

could bring Utopia. In fact he did not believe in Utopia 

at al~;, ~;;:;i:\,t:-:~~:11l;:;!':t•~e~: ~~~ ~:::.h!P ~:1,~}-
mi ght be dr awing Le aa .md . e re rned to his religiou ""'J.-., M....a~ 

~Y\ l.... ~Ur- i:.. (a~ ~ \J.- ~ ~ b. ~ "''.,, lo ~ • 
beliefs and-a~tl:ie practice oI: corruTtunion .- --This must not-·o;t\ 
be attributed to any kind of superstition, but to a recogniti n ~ 
that there are things in heaven and earth that cannot be 4 
fully comprehended in terms of logic or science or morality, 

and to a desire on his part to acknowledge a Supreme Power 

and t o humble himself before it . The apostle James wrote 

of this power that there is in it no variableness , neither 

shadow of turni ng. In many ways these words could be used 

of Ernie himse l f . 

I end with some words of my own . I shall greatly miss 

Ernie Wentzel ' s gifts of wise and c l eat.rand undogmatic judgement . Q__,, 
If I wanted to obtain a sound judgement on P . W. Botha , Buthelezi 

and Inkatha , Cosatu, the UDF, the release of Mandela, judgements 

which I knew would be free from all spite or prejudice , I 

woud a l ways have gone to him if that had been possible . I 

have had to write the three most difficult chapters i n the 

second volume of my autobiography , on Adrian LeftwicVand 

the ARM , on John Harris and the bomb , and on Mandela and 

Rivonia . I am grateful that he had the opportunity to read 

these chapters before he d i ed , and to 

and comments upon them , which were of 

May his soul rest in peace . 

give me his judgement ~ J 
great help to me. a~ !(~ 

Alan Pa ton ~ ~1 <j'1., 


